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Lesson 7

Constant Rate of Change
What You'll Learn

Essential Question

Scan the text on the following two pages. Write two facts you
learned about constant rate of change.
• Sample answer: Constant rates of change can be shown
using a table.
• Sample answer: Constant rates of change can be shown
using a graph.

HOW can you show that two
objects are proportional?
Vocab

Vocabulary
rate of change
constant rate of change

Content Standards

A rate of change is a rate that describes how one quantity changes
in relation to another. In a linear relationship, the rate of change
between any two quantities is the same. A linear relationship has a
constant rate of change.

Focus
Objective Represent and identify constant rates of change.

Coherence

Previous

Students graphed
ratios and rates to
identify proportional
and nonproportional
relationships.

Common Core
State Standards

Vocab

Vocabulary Start-Up

Skills Trace

7.RP.2, 7.RP.2b, 7.RP.2d

Mathematical Practices
1, 3, 4

Now

Students will use
tables and graphs to
find constant rates of
change.

Next

Students will use the
rate of change from
tables and graphs to
find the slope of a line.

Building on the Essential Question
At the end of the lesson, students should be able to answer
“How can you find the unit rate from a line on a graph that
goes through the origin?”
ENGAGE EXPLORE EXPLAIN ELABORATE EVALUATE

Real-World Link
A computer programmer charges customers per line of code written. Fill
in the blanks with the amount of change between consecutive numbers.
+50

Lines of
Code
Cost ($)

50

+50

100

+50

150

200

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000
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+1,000 +1,000 +1,000
Label the diagram below with the terms change in lines,
change in dollars, and constant rate of change.
change in dollars
change in lines

Launch the Lesson

Ideas for Use
You may wish to launch the lesson using a whole group, small
group, think-pair-share activity, or independent activity.
Numbered Heads Together Students in
groups of 3 or 4 will complete the activity on the
student page, ensuring that each group member understands
how to determine a constant rate of change. Each student is
assigned a number. Call on a random numbered student to
share their group’s responses to the class.

=_

Alternate Strategy

= _ unit rate

Have students construct a graph to display the data
from the computer programmer table. Have them describe
how they can visually observe the constant rate of change.

$1,000
50 lines
$20
1 line

The constant rate of change
per line of programming code.

1

is $20
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ENGAGE EXPLORE EXPLAIN ELABORATE EVALUATE

2

Teach the Concept

Work Zone

Use a Table

Ask the scaffolded questions for each example to differentiate
instruction.

You can use a table to find a constant rate of change.

IWB
Watch Tutor

Example
1.

Example
1.

Use a table to find a constant rate of change.
• What do you need to find? the constant rate of change in
dollars per car
• What do the “+5” and “+40” illustrate? that the change is
the same for each successive row in the table
• What is the unit rate? 8 dollars
1 car
• What does the unit rate, or constant rate of change,
represent in the context of the problem? the number of
dollars earned for every car washed
• Use the table to find how much money was made for 7
cars, 18 cars, 42 cars. How can you use the constant rate
of change to find this? $56, $144, $336; Since they get
$8 for each car, multiply 8 by the number of cars.

The table shows the amount of money a booster club makes
washing cars for a fundraiser. Use the information to find the
constant rate of change in dollars per car.
Cars Washed

_

Time (hours)

2

260

390

520

4

6

8

Money ($)

5

40

10

80

+40

+5

15

120

+40

+5

20

160

+40

+5

Find the unit rate to determine the constant rate of change.
change in money _
__
= 40 dollars
change in cars

The money earned increases
by $40 for every 5 cars.

5 cars
8 dollars
=_
1 car

Write as a unit rate.

So, the number of dollars earned increases by $8 for every
car washed.

Need Another Example?
The table shows the number of miles Claire drove on a trip.
Use the information to find the constant rate of change in
miles per hour. 65 miles per hour
Distance (miles) 130

Number

Got It?

Do these problems to find out.

a. The table shows the number of miles a plane traveled while in
flight. Use the information to find the approximate constant
rate of change in miles per minute.
Time (min)
Show
your
work.

about 10 miles
a. per minute

30

60

90

Distance (mi) 290 580 870

120
1,160

b. The table shows the number of students that buses can
transport. Use the table to find the constant rate of change in
students per school bus.

72 students per
2

3

4

5

Number of Students 144 216 288 360

Common Error Students may divide the values given in a
table to find the constant rate of change. While this may
work, insist that students check their work and make sure
the rate of change in constant for all values in the table.
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Number of Buses
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Watch Out!

b. school bus
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Ratios and Proportional Relationships
IWB

Examples
2.
Use a Graph
You can also use a graph to find a constant rate of change and to
analyze points on the graph.

difference in y
__
.
difference in x
60 miles
• What is the constant rate of change? _

Tutor

points? Subtract by finding

To find the rate of change, pick
any two points on the line,
such as (0, 0) and (1, 60).
change in miles
(60 - 0) miles
__
= __
change in hours

3.

(1 - 0) hours
60 miles
=_
1 hour

200 y
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

1 hour

(3, 180)

• Pick another set of two points. Is the constant rate of
change the same? yes
• How do the blue and red dotted lines on the graph show
the constant rate of change? The lengths of the blue
dotted lines are always the same. The lengths of the red
dotted lines are always the same. The ratio of the length of
the blue dotted line to the red dotted line equals the rate of
change, 60 miles per hour.

(2, 120)

(1, 60)
(0, 0)

x

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Time (h)

3.

Explain what the points (0, 0) and (1, 60) represent.
The point (0, 0) represents traveling zero miles in zero hours.
The point (1, 60) represents traveling 60 miles in 1 hour. Notice
that this is the constant rate of change.
Do these problems to find out.

c. Use the graph to find the
constant rate of change in
miles per hour while driving
in the city.
d. On the lines below, explain what
the points (0, 0) and (1, 30)
represent.

Distance (mi)

Got It?

120 y
100
80
60
40
20
0

(3, 90)
(2, 60)
(1, 30)

x

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Time (h)

Show
your
work.

c. 30 miles per hour

The point (0, 0) represents traveling zero miles in zero hours.
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The point (1, 30) represents traveling 30 miles in 1 hour.

Explain what the ordered pairs represent.
• What does the x-coordinate represent? time in hours
• What does the y-coordinate represent? distance traveled
in miles
• What does the point (0, 0) represent? 0 hours spent
traveling 0 miles
• What does the point (1, 60) represent? 1 hour spent
traveling 60 miles
• What is the distance traveled in 2.5 hours? 150 miles
• What is the ordered pair that represents 2.5 hours
traveled? (2.5, 150)

Need Another Example?
The graph represents the distance
traveled while flying in a plane.
Use the graph to find the constant
rate of change in miles per hour.
Explain what the points (0,0) and
(1, 300) represent. 300 mph; The point
(0, 0) represents zero miles traveled in
zero hours. The point (1, 300) represents
traveling 300 miles in 1 hour. This is the
constant rate of change.

Distance (mi)

The graph represents the
distance traveled while driving
on a highway. Find the constant
rate of change.

Distance (mi)

Examples
2.

Use a graph to find and represent a constant rate
of change.
• Select any two points (ordered pairs) on the graph. See
students’ work.
• How would you find the rate of change between two

1,200 y
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

(3,900)
(2,600)
(1,300)

Time (h)
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x

1 2 3 4
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IWB

Example
Compare constant rates of change.
• What do you need to find? which store charges more per
bicycle
• How can you find the rate of change for the table?
change in cost
Find
.

4.

__

The table and graph below show the hourly charge to rent a
bicycle at two different stores. Which store charges more per
bicycle? Explain.

Super Cycles

change in time

Pedals Rentals

• How can you find the rate of change for the graph?
change in cost
Choose any two points and find
.
change in time
• How much will “Pedals” charge for 2.5 hours? 5.5 hours?
Explain. $30; $66; If each hour is $12, then a half hour is $6.

__

+1
+1

Need Another Example?
The table and the graph show the daily charge to rent a carpet
cleaner for two different companies. Which company charges
less per hour? Sweepers R Us

Sweepers R Us

Cost ($)

2

30

3

45

4

60

50 y
40
30
20
10
0

Time (hour)

Cost ($)

2

24

3

36

4

48

+12
+12

24 y
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2

The cost at Pedals Rentals increases
by $12 every hour. The cost at Super
Cycles increases by $8 every hour.

x

0 0.5 1 1.522.53

Number of Hours

So, Pedals Rentals charges more per hour to rent a bicycle.
Check

Guided Practice
1. The table and graph below show the amount of money Mi-Ling and Daniel
save each week. Who saves more each week? Explain. (Examples 1, 2, and 4)

Daniel’s Savings

Mi-Ling’s Savings
Time (weeks) Savings ($)

x

1 2 3 4 5

Number of Days

2

$30

3

$45

4

$60

Savings ($)

Time (days)

Cost ($)

Carpets Plus

Tutor

Example

Cost ($)

4.

50 y
40
30
20
10
0

x

1 2 3 4 5

Number of Weeks

Mi-Ling; The unit rate for Mi-Ling’s savings is $15 per

Guided Practice
Formative Assessment Use these exercises to assess students’
understanding of the concepts in this lesson.
If some of your students are not ready for
assignments, use the differentiated activity below.

68

Rate Yourself!
2. Refer to the graph in Exercise 1. Explain what the points
(0, 0) and (1, 10) represent. (Example 3)
(0, 0) represents zero dollars saved by Daniel in zero

Are you ready to move on?
Shade the section that applies.

weeks. (1, 10) represents 10 dollars saved in one week.

3.

Building on the Essential Question How can you
find the unit rate on a graph that goes through
the origin? Sample answer: Use the y-coordinate of the
point where the x-coordinate is 1.

For more help, go online to
access a Personal Tutor.

Tutor
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Think-Pair-Solo Have students individually think
through their responses to Exercises 1–3. Then have them
discuss their responses with a partner, without writing
anything down. Finally, have them record their answers to
the exercises individually.

week. The unit rate for Daniel’s savings is $10 per week.
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